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“I went to the UMC university library and I got an accessible medical book. I began to immerse myself in it more and more. I didn’t want rough treatment anymore and not yet again. I was perfectly well aware that every operation, even if you only open up the knee, affects the quality of your knee”.

“I think trust is the most important thing. You just have to have faith in the specialist and trust him to give you proper information”.

“I wasn’t so assertive in the past, you know. But since everything went wrong with that first knee operation, with the anaesthetic… It went completely wrong with my epidural, so I won’t ever have another one of those. But then I was more of, well it can sometimes go wrong, but now I’m so assertive”.

“It’s like this. In a crisis something has to be done immediately. You don’t have time to think. It’s only once you’ve been admitted that you want to know precisely what is going to happen. And then you sometimes go looking to see if there is another option. Then you really need the help of the professionals, because you’ll never get through it on your own”.

“My mother wants to find something good for my father; she doesn’t want to put him just anywhere. I think it’s very important that we are able to choose now he still knows what’s going on. Not later. But I can’t put my father on a waiting list until he really knows nothing any more. You have to have an indication that he has lost his way completely. Once you get to that point, you can start looking. I think that’s terrible”.

“I made a decision based on other people’s good experiences; they had had good results. I mean; successful operation, mobile again, knee back to normal. These people could move again properly”.

“We can get information everywhere, from the Internet. I don’t have a computer, and I don’t want one; we’re a bit old school. We can go to the library, we can look at Teletext. It’s as if people are becoming more and more stupid, I think, but also more and more anxious. The more information people have to store away, the more anxious they become”.